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S'NOPTIC ENVIRONMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH
TORNADOES IN NORTHERN ARI6ONA
"avid '. Blanchard/
0'AA20ational Weather Service
Flagstaff, A= 8601B

1.

INTRODUCTION

Recent tornadic weather events in northern AriEona
have exhiGited similar synoptic and thermodynamic
characteristics suggesting that there may Ge recurring
patterns that can Ge gleaned from the historical data and
which would Ge Geneficial for forecasting future events.
A recent event documented Gy Blanchard (2006) revealed an environment with small Guoyant instaGility,
as determined Gy the convective availaGle potential
energy (CAPR), Gut Goth large deep-layer and low-level
shear. A second, more recent, event also exhiGited large
shear and small values of CAPR. Moreover, Goth events
occurred when an upper-level closed low moved across
AriEona.
The similarities of these two events have motivated this
investigation of synoptic environments associated with
tornadoes in northern AriEona.
The historical dataGase for the period 1UB0–2006 was
examined and revealed 7B tornado days occurring over
northern AriEona1. These events were then stratified so
that tornadoes occurring during the warm season 0orth
American Monsoon (Adams and Comrie 1UU7) were
eliminated since the lack of Garoclinity and deep-layer
shear generally precludes the development of supercell
thunderstormsY instead, non-mesocyclone, non-supercell storms are typical during this regime. The reduced
dataset consisted of 38 tornado days.
[nspection of Gasic synoptic patterns for these events
was achieved using the 0CRP20CAR Reanalysis data
(\alnay and Coauthors 1UU6). Geopotential height,
isoGaric wind fields, mean sea level pressure, relative
humidity, vertical velocity, vertical wind shear, and
Guoyant instaGility were assessed using this data.

1

There are extended periods of many years with no reported
tornado events. While it is possiGle that these gaps are
meteorological in nature, it is more likely that differences in
reporting procedures are responsiGle. Thus, the numGer of
tornado days is almost certainly an undercount.
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Additional analysis of the environment was accomplished using the 0orth American radiosonde dataGase
(SchwartE and Govett 1UU2) to more fully analyEe shear
and instaGility.
2.

RESULTS

The Gasic synoptic patterns for each of the 38 coolseason tornado days were examined using the 0CRP2
0CAR Reanalysis data. These data show that one half
(1U238) of the tornado days occurred during the approach of a mid-tropospheric (i.e., `700–300 mG)
Pacific closed low emGedded in the mid-latitude westerlies with northern AriEona located in the warm sector
of the low (Fig. A1, Appendix). Although there were
variations in the location, strength, and orientation of
the low, the similarities among these events were striking. The remaining events encompassed an assortment
of synoptic patternsY examination of the residual events
is Geyond the scope of the current work Gut will Ge considered in future analyses.
The next step was to comGine the 0CRP20CAR
Reanalysis data for each of these 1U cool-season,
closed-low events and produce composite fields.
Figure 1 shows the composite B00-mG geopotential
height field for all 1U events. Rven with the variations
Getween individual events, the structure of the approaching closed low is apparent. The 1-component of
the wind at 8B0 mG (not shown) and 700 mG (Fig. 2)
shows a strong southerly component of the wind which
is necessary for advecting warm and, more importantly,
moist suGtropical air northward across AriEona. Buoyant instaGility, as revealed Gy the composite surfaceGased Lifted [ndex, is shown in Figure 3. 0ote that the
Lifted [ndex indicates only marginal instaGility with
most unstaGle values of only aGout -1bC.
cpper air soundings from northern AriEona radiosonde
sites for these 1U events were examined. The upper air
site at Winslow (\[0W) was moved to Flagstaff
(\FG=) in 1UU6 Gut for the work here is treated as one
site. Soundings were not availaGle for all of the events
so the total numGer of soundings is less than the numGer
of events.
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Figure 1. Composite 500-mb height field for the 19
tornado event days.
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Figure 2. Composite 700-mb v-component of the wind
field.
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Figure 3. Composite surface-based Lifted Index field.
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Figure 4. Box plot showing CAPE (J kg-1) distribution
for tornado event days.

Figure 6. As in Fig. 4, except for the BL–6-km shear
(m s-1).

Figure 5. As in Fig. 4, except for Mean Shear (x10-3 s-1)
in the 0–4 km layer.

Figure 7. As in Fig. 4, except for VGP (m s-2).
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Figure (. As in Fig. 4, except for Storm 7elative
;elicity (m> s->) for the 0–3 km layer.
are comparable to the 3rd and 4th quartiles of tornadic
environments discussed by RB98. These should be considered strong contributing factors to the development
of rotating storms with the potential for tornadoes.

Figure F. Skew-H ln p thermodynamic diagram from
JFKL (Flagstaff, AL) at 1>00 NHC 1( Pctober >005.

The results presented here are similar to those of
Monteverdi and Quadros (1994; hereinafter M94) and
Monteverdi et al (2003; hereinafter M03) for central
and northern California tornadoes, and Hanstrum et al.
(2002; hereinafter H02) in their comparison of California and Australian tornadoes. In all of these studies, it
was noted that CAPE was small but shear was large and
even comparable to shear observed with springtime
severe storms of the central Plains.
The results of M94, M03, H02, Blanchard (2006), and
the present study suggest that large instability is not a
requirement for the development of tornadoes if adequate deep-layer shear is also present. As noted by
M03, “...the inference to be made is that there are
various combinations of buoyancy and shear that permit
supercell tornadogenesis. In low-buoyancy environments in which the deeper-layer shear is sufficient for
supercells, vertical perturbation pressure gradient forces
related to low-level shear are significant in augmenting
the updraft...”
These results, however, are not inconsistent with those
of Johns and Doswell (1992) and RB98 in which tornadic supercell thunderstorms have been observed in low
buoyancy-high shear cases with CAPE less than 500
J kg-1 and SRH greater than 200 m2 s-2. The events
shown here represent one end of the CAPE and shear

Figure 10. As in Fig. F except at 1>00 NHC 14 Pctober
>00S.
spectrum discussed by Johns and Doswell (1992) and
RB98.
The low-buoyancy, high shear environment shares
some similarities with tornadic supercells in a tropical
cyclone environment (McCaul 1991; McCaul and
Xeisman 1996; McCaul and Xeisman 2001). In their
results, they noted the environment could support these

types of storms when both the buoyancy and shear are
concentrated in the lower troposphere, a characteristic
noted in the soundings shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
The results presented here provide additional evidence
in support of the argument that shear may be at least as
important as instability—and perhaps more so—and the
warning forecaster must be vigilant for rotating thunderstorms with potential for tornadoes under a variety
of instability/shear scenarios.
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Figure A1 (cont.).

